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Ivanti Advantage Learning

Training is an essential investment in your company 
and your employees–ultimately, the foundation and 
catalyst to help you realize and maximize value 
quickly. Ivanti® Advantage Learning is your answer to 
enabling your team with the skills and know-how to 
achieve technology- and process-driven productivity 
improvement, leveraging your purchase of Ivanti 
software.  

Your human assets are what help you realize the value 
in your software investments and unlock the future-
state you envision. Without essential training, the time 
to enable your vision is delayed, if realized at all. 
You’ll never regret investing in your people.  

The Importance of Training 
Employees today place a high value on their own skill 
sets, and they are eager to learn. When you nurture these 
skills, you gain a competitive business advantage with 
employees who are highly capable and invested in your 
company. Sixty-eight percent of employees say that 
company training and development are the most 
important employee benefits. Worker development and 
training programs are often overlooked, yet studies show 
that investing in training programs is critical in keeping 
employees happy, satisfied, and engaged. Continual 
training and career-growth opportunities inspire your 
employees to work harder and become more motivated to 
be better at their jobs.  

The Ivanti Approach to Learning 
Ivanti Advantage Learning was built on a foundation of 
‘continuous learning.’ Our blend of self-paced, instructor-
led, lab, video, and other learning tools help ensure that 
learners and organizations come away with the knowledge 

they need to perform more effectively on the job and 
innovate in the market.  

Step 1:  Learn 
Ivanti training incorporates a range of online courses, 
lesson plans, and assessments suitable for a variety of 
learning needs. The learning objective is for the participant 
to comprehend and use the new information. 

Step 2:  Hands-On Application 
Learning is enhanced and retained by incorporating 
hands-on product experience with products. Ivanti training 
integrates product-based tasks in an online lab, so 
participants can apply what they have learned.  

Step 3:  Evaluation 
Learners are most successful when they reflect and 
evaluate their personal learning process. Ivanti training 
includes participant validation that their learning objectives 
were met.  

Ivanti Offers Choices 
Ivanti Advantage Learning places the power of learning in 
the individual learner’s hands. Ivanti recognizes that 
learners’ needs and work experiences differ, and because 
of this, Ivanti Advantage Learning provides options that let 
learners consume information how they like. Ivanti 
Advantage Learning also offers flexible training options to 
help learners advance at their speed, as well as 
accommodate various schedules and project timeframes. 
We implement a variety of learning solutions, ultimately 
delivering the most impactful learning experience for 
participants.  

Learning Solutions 
eLearning 
Employees across the globe can take an eLearning 
course at their own pace, preferred time, and location. 
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Ivanti Advantage Learning’s eLearning offering includes 
short, concise, and interactive training modules, 
incorporating hands-on learning exercises and 
instructional videos focused on the content necessary for 
your system administrators to fully manage the Ivanti 
software in your company.  

Blended Learning 
Ivanti recognizes the benefit of blended learning, and has 
combined the flexibility and convenience of eLearning with 
the personalization that comes with instructor-led support. 
With hands-on lab experience in a safe place, learners 
can make mistakes, ask questions, and get instructor 
assistance to do it right going forward. Technical topics 
sometimes require interaction back and forth between the 
instructor and learner to ensure knowledge is absorbed, 
retained, and applied on the job.  

Instructor-Led Training 
Our instructor-led training classes are provided in live 
settings and online. Users can interact and engage directly 
with instructors and fellow learners. If the learner needs 
further explanation or clarity, the instructor is available to 
respond to questions, providing an effective learning 
experience. Public training classes are available for all 
learners and give them the opportunity to interact across 
companies.  

For customers who need more customized training outside 
of Ivanti Advantage Learning, private training classes are 
available. Ivanti’s private training classes provide 
customers with a dedicated instructor for their organization 
and can be tailored to fit customers’ specific needs. 
Private training can be delivered onsite at the customer’s 
location or live online (remotely).   

Virtual Training Environments 
Available with many of our online training courses, Ivanti 
Advantage Learning’s virtual training environments allow 
learners to interact, connect, and learn the features of the 
product first-hand.  

Certification 
Accelerated deployments, seamless upgrades and 
transitions, eager user adoption, and proactive support all 
start with certified resources. Ivanti Advantage Learning’s 
pre-certification training and certification exams ensure 
you can begin with a solid knowledge level to gain 
confidence in your Ivanti solutions. Individuals who earn 
certification can accelerate time-to-value for your 
organization, respond faster to your IT needs, and provide 
insights and ideas to foster user adoption and compliance 
across your organization. 

Built to Drive Your Success 
Ivanti Advantage Learning’s 300+ courses are updated 
frequently to ensure the participant is learning the latest 
version of the Ivanti products. New videos and micro-
learnings are added routinely, so even the experienced 
user will benefit from access to Ivanti Advantage Learning 
on an ongoing basis. By renewing your Ivanti Advantage 
Learning subscription, you provide a continuous learning 
environment for your Ivanti system administrators. 

Ivanti Advantage Learning is designed for your Ivanti 
product system administrators to become solution 
champions and ultimately maximize the value of your 
investment in Ivanti. 
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